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. .. What you say of Davies is exactly what I feel. He
is delightful, but he has no great unifying and uplifting
sense of the Universal such as all the great men, Words-
worth, Shelley, Keats, etc., 'move us by. Your sentence
" Davies has loveliness, De la Mare loveliness and enchant-
ment and mystery " seems to be the exact truth. As you
say, the great thing in life—and in poetry—is some form
of what St. Paul calls <c the Peace of God which passeth
understanding", and is unassailable (if we will keep our
hearts fixed to it) by any temporal or material anxiety or
losses,
T&rdebigge
From Rev. F. G. Ellerton	February 25, 1920
Something like a letter! Most refreshing to have vou
" stretch out your legs" and discourse like that. Needless
to say it provokes rejoinders. I will note points, for there
are many.
... No, I don't think [Tennyson's] " Sleep " " one of
the loveliest lyrics in the English language 'V If I must
bruise a butterfly on the wheel, I don't like " whate'er ",
especially twice over—it is not the word in that type of
poem. No, it isn't. Nor do I see the point of the last
line—it is banal if it only means what it seems to mean.
Nor do I like " to sleep ". Nor does A.T. show his usual
admirable felicity of vowelling. Nor is line two happily
expressed—very Tennysonian but not good. No, it doesn't
" run " well though no doubt you might make something
of it by reading it aloud. I am tiresome, am. I not, and
captious? But when you praise a pianoforte song like
that in the way you do, I must really protest. " Common-
place " without the " poetry "! There. Now stamp up
and down your Turkey rugs. But that is what you do^~
you sometimes strangely get possessed with a piece which
is well enough in its way, and laud it as though you Were
Swinburne writing, not die judicious J.B.
* Quotation from Pottry and Commonplace*  See p. 190. >

